We introduce a new software that allows analyzing eye- and mouse-tracking data in parallel. OGAMA is written in C#.NET and released as an open source project. Its main features include database-driven pre-processing and filtering of gaze and mouse data, the creation of attention maps, areas of interest definition and replay. OGAMA is designed for analyzing gaze and mouse data recorded in experimental setups with screen based slide show stimuli. ASCII format eyetracking and/or presentation soft- and hardware recordings from different sources may be imported. The spreadsheet data output can directly be used with different statistical software packages (like SPSS or SAS).

OGAMA is open source and written in C#.NET

Optimized for slide show study designs

We share your experience with us and give it a try.

http://didaktik.physik.fu-berlin.de/ogama
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Replay

Features:
- Multiple display modes (Spotlight, Fixations, Cursor, Path, …)
- Adjustable replay speed
- AVI video export
- Quick change of pen styles

Attention Maps

Features:
- Predefined and customizable gradients
- Categorized analyzations
- Switch between only first and all fixations

Fixations

Features:
- Customizable fixation calculation from raw data (min. duration, max distance)*
- Multiple display modes (Circles, Spot, Gradients)
- Quick change of pen styles
- Import / Export

Areas of Interest

Features:
- Over 20 predefined variables (time until first fixation at specified target, average distance between gaze and mouse path, …)
- ASCII export with 8 letter column names

Database

Features:
- SQL database driven
- Data import assistant
- Quick change of raw data and parameters

* based on LC Technologies fixation detection source code (www.eyegaze.com)
** SMI (Sensomotoric Instruments, www.smi.de)
*** Tobii (Tobii Technology, www.tobii.com)
**** Eyelink II (SR Research, www.sr-research.com)